
A I O  R O B O T I C S

QUICK START - USER GUIDE  
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NEW ZEUS! 

Follow the simple instructions and you’ll experience your first 
successful printout in around 10 minutes. 

THE WORLD’S FIRST ALL-IN-ONE 3D PRINTER 

Works best with this side at the top. 



 

A.  ZEUS machine

B.  White filament (stored into the ZEUS)

C.  Accessory box containing turn table, glue stick, wifi dongle 
and calibration pattern.  

D.  Accessory box containing power supply
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Open main box top flaps. Lift out box D, top 
layer of foam, then box C from front side. 

Reach down inside protective bag, lift 
ZEUS from  base and up out of the box. 

Place the ZEUS machine on a stable sur-
face. 

Lift open ZEUS front door with the handle. Carefully remove inside filament box B.  Carefully remove the inside protective foam.

Remove powercable from box D. Remove glue stick + wifi dongle from box C. Remove turntable from box C. 
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3.1 3.3

Take the unwrapped glass turntable, with the 
3 pins facing DOWN and gently place inside. 

Gently rotate the plate with your finger 
until you hear it drop into place.

Insert the wi-fi dongle from box C
into one of the front USB ports. 

3.2

WIFI DONGLE

TURNTABLE GLASS
PLATE



Unwrap filament box B. Open ZEUS side door. Find white guide tube top right then push 
the filament into the tube until it enters other 

With one hand over the top in the main area, 
gently pull it through another few inches

Slide off the small black spools from left side of ZEUS. With the pie shapes facing in, click into place on each side of filament spool

With the bar code facing you, gently rotate the filament spool clockwise to tighten any slack. Place onto side metal stick. Close side door. 

The filament is now ready to load into the extruder. Press control button      once, then the press park button to bring extruder head forward. 

Take the end of the threaded filament & feed all the way down into the top center hole of the extruder. With other hand use your thumb &
index finger to squeeze right side extruder tabs together. This allows you to feed filament all the way down into the extuder head.
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5.1 5.2

For your first print, you’ll need to prep the plate with glue stick. Cover the estimated base surface area of your printout Press print button. 
Choose your file. Either a gcode or .STL. Press gcode to select a preloaded file. You can preview the file. Zoom in and rotate to view. intui-

When happy with your choice, select PRINT. ZEUS will start the print after correct temperature is reached, outer probing, height and 
position of plate is measured and after nozzle has self cleaned on the rubber pad. After the printing has stopped  lift out plate and 
remove printout.Please note that print times vary. It can take just a few minutes or several hours depending on the size and density of 
the object.
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 BACK TO FRONT PAGE

Want more ZEUSEFUL information? 
Go to www.zeuseful.tv

Email: support@aiorobotics.com
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http://www.zeuseful.tv
mailto:support%40aiorobotics.com?subject=
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